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*Vibrio cholerae* is autochthonous to various aquatic niches and is the etiological agent of the life-threatening diarrheal disease cholera. The persistence of *V. cholerae* in natural habitats is a crucial factor in the epidemiology of cholera. In contrast to the well-studied *V. cholerae*-chitin connection, scarce information is available about the factors employed by the bacteria for the interaction with collagens. Collagens might serve as biologically relevant substrates, because they are the most abundant protein constituents of metazoan tissues and *V. cholerae* has been identified in association with invertebrate and vertebrate marine animals, as well as in a benthic zone of the ocean where organic matter, including collagens, accumulates. Here, we describe the characterization of the *V. cholerae* putative collagenase, VchC, encoded by open reading frame VC1650 and belonging to the subfamily M9A peptidases. Our studies demonstrate that VchC is an extracellular collagenase degrading native type I collagen of fish and mammalian origin. Alteration of the predicted catalytic residues coordinating zinc ions completely abolished the protein enzymatic activity but did not affect the translocation of the protease by the type II secretion pathway into the extracellular milieu. We also show that the protease undergoes a maturation process with the aid of a secreted factor(s). Finally, we propose that *V. cholerae* is a collagenovorous bacterium, as it is able to utilize collagen as a sole nutrient source. This study initiates new lines of investigations aiming to uncover the structural and functional components of the *V. cholerae* collagen utilization program.

Members of the genus *Vibrio* are important inhabitants of the marine coastal waters, estuaries, and ocean sediments, with some pathogenic species also causing wound infections, primary septicemia, gastroenteritis, and diarrhea in humans (1, 2). Among the more than 200 serogroups of *V. cholerae*, only O1 and O139 are recognized as agents of cholera, a potentially life-threatening diarrheal disease. Cholera remains a significant public health problem by affecting millions of people annually, predominantly in developing countries that have limited clean water supplies and poor sanitation (3). Infection of the human host occurs upon ingestion of water or food contaminated with the bacterium. Following colonization of the small intestine, *V. cholerae* utilizes a multicompartment secretory pathway, the type II secretion system (T2SS), to release cholera toxin. Cholera toxin induces acute diarrhea in people infected with cholera, enabling the bacteria to escape from the host into the aquatic reservoir (4). During interepidemic periods, *V. cholerae* persists freely or in association with various aquatic organisms, including copepods, insect egg masses, shellfish, and vertebrate fish (5–7). Extracellular proteins, including those secreted by the T2SS, have been implicated in facilitating the fitness of *V. cholerae* in both the human host and aquatic niches (4, 6, 8). The array of extracellular proteins, which rely on the T2SS to cross the outer membrane, is remarkably diverse. The T2S-dependent secretome is comprised of proteins involved in the utilization of chitin (different chitinas and chitin binding protein GbpA) as well as lipase, sialidase, cytolysin VCC, the biofilm-associated protein RhmA, Tarp, putative proteins VCA0738 and VC2298, serine proteases (VesA, VesB, and VesC), and metalloproteases (HapA, LapA, and LapX) (4).

Chitin and collagens are important sources of nutrients and energy in the marine environment, and their degradation by various microorganisms contributes to global carbon and nitrogen cycling (8–12). In *V. cholerae*, the chitin utilization program is a well-characterized, hierarchical process that involves bacterial chemotaxis toward the substrate, binding of the bacteria to abiotic or biotic chitinous surfaces mediated by several proteins, including GbpA, and finally the degradation of chitin, which is accomplished by extracellular chitinases ChiA-1 and ChiA-2, periplasmic hydrolases specific for chitin oligosaccharides as well as cytoplasmic enzymes (8, 13–15). The association of *V. cholerae* with chitinous zooplankton is one of the recognized environmental factors that contribute to the bacterial population dynamics and cholera epidemics and pandemics worldwide (8, 16). In contrast to the large body of studies examining the *V. cholerae*-chitin connection, scarce information is available about the factors employed by the bacteria for the interaction with collagens. Collagens might serve as biologically relevant substrates, because they are predominant protein constituents of metazoan tissues, including marine animals, and *V. cholerae* has been identified as resident in bivalves, fish skin, gills, muscle, and digestive tract, as well as in the benthic zone of the ocean, where organic matter containing col-
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(This study was presented in part as a poster at the 114th General Meeting of the American Society for Microbiology, Boston, MA, 17 to 20 May 2014 [24].)

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material. Bacteria were cultured at 37°C or 25°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth and M9 salts containing either Casamino Acids and 0.4% glucose or 0.4% fish collagen as indicated. The media were purchased from Difco. Antibiotics (Teknova, Amresco) were added to solid and liquid media at the following concentrations: carbenicillin, 50 μg/ml for plasmid expression; chloramphenicol, 30 μg/ml for plasmid expression in Escherichia coli and 4 μg/ml for chromosomal expression in V. cholerae; kanamycin, 50 μg/ml; streptomycin, 100 μg/ml; and polymyxin B sulfate, 100 U/ml.

Genetic manipulations. The V. cholerae O1 biovar El Tor N16961 genome sequence (NC_002505) was used as a template to design oligo-nucleotides to sequence at the Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing at Oregon State University. All plasmids were introduced into different strains of V. cholerae purchased from New England BioLabs. Obtained constructs were sequenced at the local sequencing facility of Integrated DNA Technologies. Restriction enzymes as well as T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England BioLabs (NEB) and primers synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. PCRs. PCRs were performed using Q5 high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs [NEB]) or purified plasmid DNA (GenCatch plasmid DNA mini-prep kit) or purified plasmid DNA (GenCatch plasmid DNA mini-prep kit; New England BioLabs [NEB]) and primers synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. Restriction enzymes as well as T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England BioLabs. Obtained constructs were sequenced at the Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing at Oregon State University. All plasmids were introduced into different strains of V. cholerae N16961, as defined in the text, via triparental mating using E. coli SY327 or as the donor and E. coli MM294 as the plasmid-mobilizing helper strain (25). After conjugation, bacteria were plated onto a selective medium of V. cholerae culture of V. cholerae N16961 harboring pVchC-His was digested with NcoI and ligated into the NcoI site within the pMMB67-EH to yield pVchC-His. Similarly, the recombinant version of VchC with a C-terminal 6× His tag, VchC-His, was engineered in a PCR using primers rVchCF and rVchCR. The PCR product was subcloned into the pCR-Script-Amp cloning vector (Stratagene) to generate pCR-Script-VchC. Subsequently, the EcoRI-PstI fragment containing vchC was cloned into a likewise-digested pMMB67-EH to yield pVchC.

Matrix (IPTG). Bacteria were grown with aeration at 37°C for 4 h into 1 liter of LB media supplemented with carbenicillin, and overproduction of VchC-His was induced with 100 μM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Bacteria were grown with aeration at 37°C for 4 h until they reached the early stationary phase of growth (OD600 of about 4). The culture supernatant was separated from the cells by centrifugation. Subsequently, the supernatant was passed through 0.2-μm filters (VWR), and the proteins were precipitated from solution with ammonium sulfate at 40% saturation. Following 1 h of incubation at 4°C, the sample was subjected to centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 40 min at 4°C. The pellet was solubilized in buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM imidazole), and the soluble fraction was subjected to dialysis against buffer A overnight at 4°C. Subsequently, the sample was centrifuged and the supernatant was applied to a 10-ml purification column (Thermo Scientific) containing nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) resin equilibrated in buffer A. After washing with a solution containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole, the protein was eluted with a buffer comprised of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, and 250 mM imidazole. The purified recombinant VchC-His was dialyzed against 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM CaCl2, and 10% glycerol and concentrated by ultrafiltration using a Micro Separation centrifugal filter column with a molecular mass cutoff of 5 kDa. The sample then was diluted 2-fold in the same dialysis buffer and utilized in substrate specificity studies following the determination of protein concentration.

Preparation of human and fish collagen. Human collagen, naturally secreted from human neonatal fibroblast cells (VitroCol; Advanced Bio-Matrix), comprised of type I collagen (97%) and type III collagen (3%) solubilized in 0.1 N HCl, was subjected to dialysis against 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 1 mM CaCl2, using Amicon Ultra 0.5-ml filters. The sample then was diluted 2-fold in the same dialysis buffer and utilized in substrate specificity studies following the determination of protein concentration.

The extraction of type I collagen from fish skin was carried out using a modified method described previously (27). A rainbow trout purchased from a local grocery store was thoroughly rinsed with double-distilled water (ddH2O) and skinned. All subsequent steps were performed at 4°C. The skin was deproteinized by incubation in 0.1 N NaOH at a sample/alkali solution ratio of 1:10 (wt/vol) for 24 h and replaced with fresh sodium hydroxide solution every 6 h. The sample then was washed with ice-cold water until the mixture reached neutral pH. To remove fatty acids, the skin was incubated with stirring in 10% butyl alcohol at a sample/alkali solution ratio of 1:10 (wt/vol) for 24 h. The solution was exchanged with fresh butyl alcohol at a sample/alkali solution ratio of 1:10 (wt/vol) for 24 h. The solution was then subjected to reextraction for 16 h with gentle stirring in 0.5 M acetic acid at a sample/solvent ratio of 1:1.5. The sample was centrifuged at 8,000 × g for 30 min. The supernatant was stored at 4°C, while the precipitate was subjected to centrifugation at 8,000 × g for 30 min. Both fractions were combined and precipitated with 0.05 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, and 2.6 M NaCl. The precipitate was centrifuged at 8,000 × g for 35 min and resuspended in 10 volumes of 0.5 M acetic acid. The solution was dialyzed against 15 volumes of 0.1 M acetic acid in a dialysis membrane with a molecular mass cutoff of 10 kDa (Thermo Scientific) for 24 h with a change of buffer every 4 to 8 h. The sample was further dialyzed against 15 volumes of ddH2O with frequent changes of water until a neu-
tral pH was obtained (7 days). The purity of extracted collagen was examined by SDS-PAGE and colloidial Coomassie staining.

**Enzymatic assays with a fluorescein-conjugated gelatin.** Proteolytic activity of VchC was assessed using the recombinant VchC-His and in culture supernatants isolated from *V. cholerae*. To obtain the supernatants, the overnight cultures of *V. cholerae* N16961 carrying either empty vector pMMPB67-EH (p), pVchC, pVchC-H439A, pVchC-E436A, or pVchC-H439A were diluted 1:10 into fresh LB supplemented with 100 mM IPTG. The samples were collected at different stages of bacterial growth as indicated. The supernatants were separated from bacterial cells by centrifugation as described previously (25). The enzymatic activity of VchC against a fluorescein-conjugated gelatin, DQ gelatin from pig skin (EnzChek; Molecular Probes), was measured in culture supernatants and using purified VchC-His (100 fmol) by following the instructions provided by the manufacturer. The assays were conducted in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, pH 7.6, and 25 μg/ml DQ gelatin for 10 min at 37°C using excitation and emission wavelengths of 485 ± 10 and 530 ± 15 nm, respectively. The detected change in fluorescence was normalized by either the optical density of the cultures (OD600) or VchC concentration (28). The effect of different inhibitors, including 1,10-phenanthroline (5 mM), EDTA (5 mM), EGTa (5 mM), leupeptin (1 mM), phenylmethylsulfonfyl fluoride (PMSF; 5 mM), N-methylmaleimide (5 mM), and benzamidine (5 mM), on VchC proteolytic activity also was studied. In these experiments, the purified protease and culture supernatants isolated from *V. cholerae* overexpressing native VchC, as specified, were treated with individual chemicals for 1 h at 37°C, and the ability of the enzyme to cleave DQ gelatin was examined. Experiments were conducted in technical duplicates and on at least three separate occasions. Means and standard errors of the means (SEM) are presented.

**Subfractionation procedures.** Overnight cultures of wt *V. cholerae* N16961 pVchC-His and the ΔNεps isogenic T25 mutant harboring pVchC-His were back diluted into fresh LB supplemented with 50 μM IPTG and grown with aeration for 4 h at 37°C. To imitate the cell envelope stress associated with the lack of a functional T2S system, the wild-type bacteria were treated with increasing concentrations (0, 50, 100, and 200 U/ml) of a membrane-perturbing agent, polymyxin B sulfate. The supernatants were separated from cells by centrifugation and the periplasmic fractions were extracted by incubating *V. cholerae* with 2,000 U/ml of polymyxin B sulfate (25).

**Substrate specificity assays.** The ability of purified VchC-His to degrade a specific collagenase substrate, N-[3-(2-furyl)acryloyl]-Leu-Gly-Pro-Ala (FALGPA; Bachem AG), was performed according to the method described by Van wart et al. (29). The negative and positive controls for the assays included modified trypsin (NEB) and collagenase D from *Clostridium histolyticum* (Roche), respectively. The reactions were initiated by the addition of the purified VchC-His, trypsin, or collagenase D (60 μg/ml) to samples containing 2.0 mM FALGPA in 50 mM Tricine, 400 mM NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, pH 7.5. The reaction mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 5 min, followed by monitoring the decrease in absorbance of the substrate at 345 nm for 1 h every 5 min at 30°C using the Synergy HT multiplate reader (BioTek). The amount of degraded FALGPA was calculated based on the calibration curve obtained by measurement of the absorbance of the reference samples (various concentrations of FALGPA in the reaction buffer). Experiments were performed in biological triplicates, and the means with corresponding SEM are reported.

In addition, type I collagen from fish skin and secreted from human neonatal fibroblast cells (prepared as described above), as well as fibronectin, lactoferrin, immunoglobulin A (IgA), porcine stomach mucin, and bovine albumin serum (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich), were examined as the candidate substrate proteins of VchC. In these assays, purified VchC (2 pmol) was incubated for 1 h at 37°C with individual protein substrates (2 μg; fibronectin at 0.2 μg) in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 1 mM CaCl2. To demonstrate the specificity of VchC to collagen, titration assays were conducted by treating 5 μg of fish collagen with increasing amounts of the protease (0, 4, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 100 fmol). The VchC activity against fish collagen in the presence of 5 mM benzamidine, 5 mM 1,10-phenanthroline, or the vehicle (DMSO) was examined by preincubating the protease (100 fmol) in the presence of a tested compound for 1 h at 37°C. Subsequently, 5 μg of fish collagen was added; the reaction mixtures were incubated for 1 h at 37°C and processed as described below. SDS-PAGE and colloidial Coomassie staining were utilized to evaluate the cleavage of all tested substrates. Experiments were performed in at least three independent trials, and representative results are shown.

**Maturation of VchC.** The late-stationary-phase cultures of wt *V. cholerae* bearing either pVchC, or pVchC-His were back diluted into fresh LB media supplemented with 100 μM IPTG and carbencillin and then cultured with shaking for 16 h at 37°C. The samples were withdrawn at 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 16 h from back dilution. Supernatants were separated from bacterial cells by centrifugation and subjected to SDS-PAGE, followed by either staining with colloidial Coomassie or immunoblot analyses with monoclonal anti-His antisera as described below. SDS-PAGE gel images were scanned using a ChemiDoc system (Bio-Rad) and subjected to densitometric analysis using Image Lab 5.0 software (Bio-Rad). To quantify the amount of the individual protein bands, a volume tool (rectangle), local background subtraction, and a linear regression method were used. The sum of adjusted volumes corresponding to 90-kDa and 66-kDa forms of VchC in each lane was set as 100%. The intensity of each band was calculated as a percentage of the total intensity for both bands at a given time point. The data represent the means with associated SEM obtained from three independent experiments.

To examine whether the processing of VchC depends on another extracellular factor(s), the purified protease (2 pmol) was incubated for 1 h at 37°C in the presence of supernatants isolated from *V. cholerae* N16961 wt p, ΔNεps p, ΔvchC p, and ΔvchC pvchC strains cultured to early stationary phase in LB at 37°C. The samples subsequently were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and the proteins were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue G-250. Controls were comprised of corresponding supernatants and LB without the addition of the protease and were subjected to the same treatment as the experimental samples. These experiments were performed in biological triplicates, and a representative SDS-PAGE gel is shown.

**SDS-PAGE, immunoblotting, and zymography.** Samples containing LDS loading buffer (Invitrogen) supplemented with dithiothreitol (50 mM) were separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and stained with colloidal Coomassie brilliant blue G-250. Periplasmic fractions and supernatants were matched by equivalent OD600 values. In immunoblot analysis, the proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (Pall Life Sciences) using Turbo blot (Bio-Rad). The membranes were blocked in 5% milk in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.0; Li-Cor) supplemented with 0.1% Tween 20 and probed with monoclonal anti-His antisera (1:1,000 dilution; Thermo Scientific), followed by incubation with goat anti-mouse-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugate (1:1,000 dilution; Thermo Scientific). Immunoblots were developed using Clarity Western ECL substrate (Bio-Rad) on a Chemi-Doc MP system (Bio-Rad).

**Zymography.** The proteolytic activity against 0.1% gelatin in a 10% Tris-glycine gel (Novex; Invitrogen) was examined in supernatants isolated from different strains of *V. cholerae* at distinct time points of bacterial growth from the time of back dilution, as specified in the text. Samples matched by equivalent OD600 values were separated on zymogram gels, and protein renaturation was performed according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer. The activity of VchC was observed as a clear band, where gelatin was digested by the protease, against a dark background stained with colloidial Coomassie.

**Bioinformatics.** Amino acid sequence of VchC from *V. cholerae* N16961 was used to perform a BLAST similarity search using the UniProt database (http://www.uniprot.org/blast/). Homologous proteins from the genus *Vibrio* were downloaded as FASTA files and aligned using Clustal Omega (www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/). All searches and alignments were performed using default settings.

**Statistical analyses.** The statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software (version 6.0a). An unpaired Student’s t test or
RESULTS
VC1650 is annotated as a putative collagenase. We are interested in the discovery and characterization of the complete array of the T2S-dependent exoproteins to gain better insights into the contribution of this secretion pathway to the fitness of V. cholerae in the human host and in the aquatic environment. While inspecting the chromosomal location of the gene encoding one of the recently identified T2S-dependent serine proteases, VesC (30), we found that the neighboring gene located in an opposite orientation, VC1650, encodes a putative metalloprotease, collagenase. This putative protein consists of 818 amino acids and has a calculated molecular mass of 92,997 kDa. According to the MEROPS protease database classification (http://merops.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-bin/famsum?family=m9), VC1650 belongs to the M9 family within the M9A clan of metalloproteases. Analysis of the deduced amino acid sequence of VC1650 revealed the presence of an N-terminal signal peptide (residues 1 to 29), an N-terminal peptidase M9 domain (activator domain; amino acids 31 to 218), and a peptidase M9 domain (residues 268 to 558) with three residues that are characteristic for the catalytic site present in class II Vibrio metalloproteases (underlined), HEYTH, located at amino acids 435, 436, and 439, respectively (Fig. 1A) (31). In addition, two FAXWXXT motifs, FDQWAGQ and FSAWLDT (conserved residues are in boldface), which are implicated in collagen binding (32), and two bacterial prepeptidase C-terminal (PPC) domains also were identified at amino acids 537 to 543, 555 to 561, 612 to 686, and 731 to 804, respectively. A comparison of the amino acid sequences of class II metalloproteases in different Vibrio species showed that VC1650 displays the highest similarity (over 70%) to the 61-kDa collagenase VMC from V. mimicus and 63-kDa PrtVp protease (VPPRT) from V. parahaemolyticus 93 (31–34).

We compared the predicted amino acid sequences of VC1650 orthologs among 380 proteomes of Vibrio isolates deposited in the UniProt database using Clustal Omega. These studies revealed that only the V. cholerae putative collagenase contains tandem repeats of triplet amino acids: aspartic acid, asparagine, and proline (a DNP motif) (Fig. 1A). This motif is located three residues downstream from the second putative collagen-binding site (Fig. 1A). Interestingly, the amount of DNP triplets varies from 2 to 9 in different V. cholerae strains. These simple sequence repeats, also designated VNTRs (for variable number of tandem repeats), were among a group of different VNTRs identified in a few additional loci of V. cholerae that recently have been utilized for strain typing and phylogeny studies of environmental and clinical isolates (35–37).

In the reports describing the characterization of collagenases from V. parahaemolyticus and V. mimicus by Kim et al. (31) and Lee et al. (32), respectively, the authors referred to VC1650 as VCC; however, this name has been used for the V. cholerae cytolsin/hemolysin (38, 39). Thus, we designated VC1650 Vibrio cholerae collagenase, or VchC.

VchC is a secreted protein that displays proteolytic activity. To initiate the functional characterization of VchC, we wanted to establish whether the ORF VC1650 encodes a secreted protease with collagenolytic activity. The inactivation of vchC was accomplished in V. cholerae N16961 using homologous recombination as described in Materials and Methods. Subsequently, the wild-type (wt) and isogenic ΔvchC mutant bacteria, both bearing the empty vector pMMB67-EH (p), were cultured in LB medium at 37°C and harvested at 4 h and 16 h from back dilution, which correspond to the early and late stationary phases of growth, respectively. Subsequently, the enzymatic activity of VchC was tested using as a substrate a highly quenched, fluorescein-labeled gelatin from pig skin, DQ gelatin. The proteolytic activity was measured as the change in fluorescence (ΔFU) over time and normalized by the density of the culture. At the early stationary phase, the proteolytic activities in the wt p and ΔvchC p supernatants were close to the background level, whereas at the late stationary stage the detected activities did not differ significantly between both strains and were 44 ± 9.8 ΔFU and 59 ± 10 ΔFU (means ± SEM), respectively (Fig. 1B). These experiments indicated that the lack of VchC did not affect the measured extracellular protease activity against DQ gelatin and suggested that VchC is not produced under standard laboratory growth conditions.

To further examine whether VC1650 encodes an active protease, the gene was cloned under the control of an IPTG-inducible promoter located on pMMB67-EH. The resulting plasmid, pVchC, was introduced via conjugation into the wt and isogenic ΔvchC strains of V. cholerae N16961. The production of VchC was induced with 100 μM IPTG, and the supernatants were separated from V. cholerae cells at the early and late stationary phases of growth. The overexpression of vchC resulted in a dramatic increase in the proteolytic activity, reaching 1,317 ± 118 and 1,365 ± 101.9 (ΔFU; means ± SEM) in the wt and ΔvchC mutant supernatants, respectively (Fig. 1B). Similar levels of VchC activity, 1,727 ± 134.2 and 1,254 ± 92.17 (ΔFU; means ± SEM), were detected in the wt and ΔvchC strains, respectively, when the supernatants were harvested at the late stationary phase of growth (Fig. 1B). Throughout our subsequent studies, unless specified otherwise, we used supernatants isolated from V. cholerae at the early stationary phase of growth.

To assess the presence of VchC in the extracellular milieu, supernatants of wt p and ΔvchC p strains, as well as both strains carrying pVchC, were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and the protein profiles were visualized by staining with colloidal Coomassie (Fig. 1C). As expected based on the enzymatic studies, VchC was not detected in the supernatants isolated from wt p and ΔvchC p strains, whereas an apparent band of approximately 90 kDa, which migrated according to the molecular weight of VchC lacking the predicted signal peptide, was present in the samples containing supernatants derived from both strains of V. cholerae overproducing VchC (Fig. 1C).

The proteolytic activity of VchC also was assessed by in-gel zymography, because this technique (in contrast to the enzymatic assay with DQ gelatin) enables examination of molecular weight and the visualization of variant forms of the hydrolases present in a sample (40). The supernatants isolated from wt p, ΔvchC p, wt pVchC, and ΔvchC pVchC strains were separated in 10% Tris-glycine gels copolymerized with 0.1% gelatin as a protease substrate. After the refolding of proteins, the zones of gelatinolytic activity were revealed by staining the gel with Coomassie brilliant blue G-250. A prominent clearing zone of 90 kDa and a barely visible band of about 66 kDa were observed solely in the extracellular fractions harvested from wt and ΔvchC strains ectopically overexpressing vchC (Fig. 1D). Together, these results demonstrated that VchC is an active, extracellular protease capable of...
cleaving gelatin and is not produced by *V. cholerae* under standard laboratory growth conditions.

The consensus zincin motif is crucial for VChC activity but not for protein secretion. The conserved HEXXXH motif, which is characteristic for the catalytic center of metalloproteases belonging to the zincin superfamily (41), lies within the peptidase M9 domain of VChC and contains the HEYTH sequence (Fig. 1A). In other studied zincons, the two histidine residues coordinate a zinc ion while the glutamate residue acts as a catalytic base (1, 21, 41).

To evaluate the importance of these residues in VChC, a site-directed mutagenesis approach was utilized and individual amino acids were replaced with alanine. Subsequently, the respective mutated forms of VChC (H435A, E436A, and H439A) were cloned into pMMB67-EH, introduced into wt *V. cholerae*, and overexpressed by the addition of 100 μM IPTG, and the effect of these point mutations on VChC enzymatic activity was examined in the harvested culture supernatants (Fig. 1B). Compared to wild-type VChC, the mutant enzymes VChC H435A, VChC E436A, and VChC H439A displayed protease activity reduced to 0.76, 0.32, and 0.68%, respectively.

To verify whether the alteration of the HEYTH motif affects secretion of VChC, the supernatants were resolved by SDS-PAGE and the protein profiles were revealed by staining with colloidal Coomassie (Fig. 1C). A 90-kDa VChC band was present in all samples, indicating that while the two histidine and glutamate residues are crucial for VChC enzymatic function, they do not affect protease secretion. In addition, in-gel zymography confirmed the lack of a detectable gelatinolytic activity of mutated versions of VChC (Fig. 1D).

**Purification of a secreted, chimeric VChC from *V. cholerae* culture supernatants.** Several different attempts have been made to express and purify a recombinant version of VChC containing a C-terminal 6× His tag using *E. coli* BL21(DE3) as a heterologous host. However, the protein was not produced in sufficient quantities and localized mainly to the insoluble fraction (data not shown). Therefore, as an alternative approach, we engineered a vector containing the chemical signal peptide and ribosome binding site as well as the C-terminal 6× His epitope. The resulting plasmid, pVChC-His, subsequently was introduced via triparental mating into wt *V. cholerae* N16961, and the overproduction of VChC-His was conducted at 37°C in LB supplemented with 100 μM IPTG. Supernatant containing the secreted, chimeric VChC-His was harvested when the bacterial culture reached an early stationary stage of growth (OD_600 of about 4), and the proteins were precipitated by 40% saturation with ammonium sulfate. After dialysis, VChC-His was purified to homogeneity using Ni²⁺-NTA affinity chromatography. The protease migrated in SDS-PAGE as an approximately 90-kDa protein according to its deduced amino acid sequence, which lacked signal peptide and contained the histidine epitope (Fig. 2A) and was capable of digesting DQ gelatin in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 2B). The zymography analysis enabled detection of a faint gelatinolytic band with a molecular mass of about 66 kDa (Fig. 2C), in addition to a dominant clearing zone corresponding to the 90 kDa form of VChC. This clearing area likely was derived from the mature form of VChC, which lacks the PPC domains (see Fig. 5).

The activity of VChC is inhibited in the presence of compounds chelating divalent metals. To further characterize the molecular properties of VChC, metal ion chelators as well as protease inhibitors of different specificities were utilized. In these studies, the purified VChC-His (100 fmol) and culture supernatants collected from *V. cholerae* harboring pVChC were incubated with individual compounds for 1 h at 37°C, followed by the assessment of the protease activity toward DQ gelatin (Fig. 3A and B, respectively). The proteolytic activity of VChC was not significantly affected in the presence of serine (PMSF, benzamidine, and leupeptin) and cysteine protease inhibitors (leupeptin and N-ethylmaleimide). In contrast, the ability to digest DQ gelatin was markedly diminished by chelators of divalent metal ions (EDTA), an agent more selective toward Ca²⁺ (EGTA), and completely inhibited by the Zn²⁺ chelator (1,10-phenanthroline). Collectively, these experiments confirmed that VChC is a metalloprotease that requires divalent cations, including zinc, for its activity.

**Secretion of VChC is affected in *V. cholerae* lacking a functional T2S pathway.** We hypothesized that VChC is a T2S-dependent exoprotein. Preliminary studies using gelatin zymography as well as DQ gelatin hydrolysis established that there were dramatic differences in the extracellular protease activity detected in the supernatants isolated from the late-stationary-phase cultures of wt *V. cholerae* and isogenic T2SS mutants (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). We concluded that the proteolytic activity observed in wt *V. cholerae* was not associated with VChC based on findings that the inactivation of vchC had no effect on the degradation of the gelatin (Fig. 1B; also see Fig. S1A in the supplemental material). The observed collagenolytic/gelatinolytic activity likely
was associated with another protease(s) secreted in a T2S-dependent manner. The genetic inactivation of the T2SS results in pleiotropic effects on *V. cholerae* physiology, including growth defects and pronounced alterations in the outer membrane, which leads to the leakage of 55 to 65% of the periplasmic constituent and various amounts of different T2S exoproteins to the culture media (25, 30, 42). Therefore, the evaluation of potential T2S substrates imposes an experimental challenge. To test further whether the T2S complex is required for the transport of VchC to the extracellular milieu, the wt and an isogenic mutant lacking the entire T2S apparatus, the NΔeps strain, both bearing pVchC-His, were utilized.

In the initial studies, as in our experiments with T2S-dependent serine proteases VesA, VesB, and VesC (30), the overproduction of VchC-His was induced with 100 μM IPTG, and the cultures were maintained until the late stationary phase of growth. Under these conditions, however, the NΔeps strain harboring pVchC-His repeatedly failed to propagate, whereas the corresponding strain carrying the empty vector reached a cell density similar to that of the wt strain (data not shown). This observation suggested that the overexpression of vchC had deleterious effects on the viability of the T2S mutant, likely due to the accumulation of the protease in the periplasm. Finally, under optimized conditions, which included adjusting the initial density of the culture to an OD₆₀₀ of 0.4, inducing expression of vchC with 50 μM IPTG, and harvesting the bacteria at the early stationary phase of growth, the NΔeps strain multiplied sufficiently and produced detectable amounts of VchC-His. At this point in the experiment, the supernatants and periplasmic fractions were harvested, matched by equivalent OD₆₀₀ units, and resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE, followed by immunoblot analysis with anti-His antiserum. Representative immunoblots are shown.

In the initial studies, as in our experiments with T2S-dependent serine proteases VesA, VesB, and VesC (30), the overproduction of VchC-His was induced with 100 μM IPTG, and the cultures were maintained until the late stationary phase of growth. Under these conditions, however, the NΔeps strain harboring pVchC-His repeatedly failed to propagate, whereas the corresponding strain carrying the empty vector reached a cell density similar to that of the wt strain (data not shown). This observation suggested that the overexpression of vchC had deleterious effects on the viability of the T2S mutant, likely due to the accumulation of the protease in the periplasm. Finally, under optimized conditions, which included adjusting the initial density of the culture to an OD₆₀₀ of ~0.4, inducing expression of vchC with 50 μM IPTG, and harvesting the bacteria at the early stationary phase of growth, the NΔeps strain multiplied sufficiently and produced detectable amounts of VchC-His. At this point in the experiment, the supernatants and periplasmic fractions were extracted from both the wt and NΔeps strains, and the samples were separated by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblot analysis with monoclonal anti-His antiseras (Fig. 4A). As expected, in wt *V. cholerae*, VchC-His localized entirely to the extracellular milieu. In contrast, in the NΔeps strain, the protein was detected at similar levels in both the periplasmic and the supernatant fractions, suggesting that the transport of the protease across the outer membrane was affected. Supporting these findings, the activity of VchC-His against DQ

**FIG 3** Presence of divalent metal chelators is detrimental to VchC activity. The effect of various inhibitors, including 1,10 phenanthonline (5 mM), EDTA (5 mM), EGTA (5 mM), leupeptin (1 mM), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (5 mM), N-methylmaleimide (5 mM), and benzamidine (5 mM) on VchC proteolytic activity was studied using a purified protein (A) and in culture supernatants (B). (A) The purified recombinant VchC-His (100 fmol) was incubated for 1 h at 37°C in the presence and absence of protease inhibitors (as indicated), followed by the assessment of enzymatic activity toward DQ gelatin. (B) Supernatant isolated at the early stationary phase of growth from *V. cholerae* N16961 wt pVchC was incubated for 1 h at 37°C alone and with either metallo-, serine-, or cysteine protease inhibitors. Subsequently, VchC activity was examined using DQ gelatin. Experiments were performed in technical triplicates on at least three separate occasions, and the bar graphs with error bars represent the means ± SEMs.

**FIG 4** Extracellular localization of VchC is affected by the lack of a functional T2SS and not by cell envelope stress. (A) The activity and localization of VchC-His was examined in the periplasmic (P) and the supernatant (S) fractions isolated at the early stationary stage of growth from *V. cholerae* N16961 wt and the NΔeps isogenic T2SS knockout strain, harboring pVchC-His. Protease activity assays using DQ gelatin as a substrate were performed in technical triplicates in four independent experiments, and means ± SEMs are presented. The samples containing periplasmic and supernatant fractions were normalized by the OD₆₀₀ and resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE, and the presence of VchC-His was analyzed by Western blotting with monoclonal anti-His antibodies. (B) To induce cell envelope stress, wt *V. cholerae* N16961 carrying pVchC-His was treated with increasing concentrations of a membrane integrity-perturbing agent, polymyxin B sulfate (U/ml). Subsequently, supernatants (S) and periplasmic (P) fractions were harvested, matched by equivalent OD₆₀₀ units, and resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE, followed by immunoblot analysis with anti-His antiserum. Representative immunoblots are shown.
gelatin showed a 9.67-fold increase and 2.6-fold reduction, respectively, in the periplasm and the supernatant fractions isolated from the N\_eps strain compared to the corresponding samples of wt V. cholerae (Fig. 4A).

We also considered that the observed accumulation of VchC in the periplasm of the N\_eps strain might not be directly caused by the lack of T2SS but was related to the alterations of the outer membrane, which in turn could have a negative impact on the transport of the protease via a different secretion mechanism. To address this possibility, a chemical treatment of wt V. cholerae with polymyxin B sulfate was utilized. This antimicrobial peptide induces perturbations in cell envelope homeostasis that closely resemble the phenotype observed in the V. cholerae T2S mutants, including stimulation of RpoE-driven cell envelope stress response, increased sensitivity to oxidants, and dysregulation of iron metabolism (43). We have established that although the El Tor V. cholerae N16961 is quite resistant to treatment with polymyxin B, the extracytoplasmic and oxidative stress responses already are triggered by 100 U/ml of the compound without affecting bacterial viability (25, 43). In particular, the concentrations of 100 and 200 U/ml of polymyxin B sulfate result in a more than 10-fold upregulation of RpoE (43). Accordingly, to stimulate the cell envelope stress, wt V. cholerae was cultured in the presence of an increasing concentration of the antimicrobial peptide and the localization of VchC-His was examined in the periplasmic and supernatant fractions by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting (Fig. 4B). These studies demonstrated that VchC-His was present solely in the extracellular milieu, albeit at lower levels at the highest tested compound concentration. Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that T2SS is required to translocate VchC from the periplasmic space to the extracellular environment.

VchC undergoes a maturation process. Bacterial extracellular proteases often undergo multiple proteolytic cleavage steps that lead to the conversion of a pre-proenzyme (an inactive precursor) into a mature protein (44). In V. cholerae, both well-characterized metalloproteases, HapA and PrtV, are subjected to a maturation process that includes several N- and C-terminal modification steps during translocation across the cell envelope and prolonged incubation (45–47).

To assess the processing of VchC, cultures of wt V. cholerae carrying either pVchC-His or the empty vector pMMB67-EH (p), which served as a control for the experiment, were grown at the same time in LB medium supplemented with 100 \( \mu \)M IPTG, and the supernatants were isolated at 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 16 h from back dilution. Apparent changes in the abundance of 90-kDa and 66-kDa proteins were revealed by SDS-PAGE coupled with colloidal Coomassie dye solution (Fig. 4B). These studies demonstrated that VchC-His was present solely in the extracellular milieu, albeit at lower levels at the highest tested compound concentration. Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that T2SS is required to translocate VchC from the periplasmic space to the extracellular environment.

V. cholerae collagenolytic activity was evident compared to that of the negative control, trypsin. Both proteases, VchC and collagenase D, degraded 1.22 ± 0.014 and 1.22 ± 0.030 mM FALGPA (means ± SEM) within 30 and 45 min, respectively. As expected, no change in the FALGPA concentration was detected in samples containing trypsin.

To assess the expression of VchC, cultures of wt V. cholerae were grown at the same time in LB medium supplemented with 100 \( \mu \)M IPTG, and the supernatants were isolated at 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 16 h from back dilution. Apparent changes in the abundance of 90-kDa and 66-kDa proteins were revealed by SDS-PAGE coupled with colloidal Coomassie staining and densitometry analysis in the extracellular fractions isolated from the wt overproducing VchC-His (Fig. 5A and B). At the early stationary phase of growth, as expected from our previous studies (Fig. 1B and 2A), the 90-kDa form of VchC constituting 94.55\% ± 2.11\% (means ± SEM) of secreted VchC (Fig. 5A and B). In addition, a very faint 66-kDa protein, which was absent from the control supernatants, also was detected. A progressive increase in the abundance of the two proteins was observed in samples collected between 5 and 8 h of growth, and finally after 10 h the 66-kDa protein accounted for 91.23\% ± 2.11\% of VchC (Fig. 5A and B). In-gel zymography showed a clearing zone pattern that mirrored these observations (Fig. 5C), confirming that the 66-kDa protein corresponded to the processed form of VchC. The proteolytic activity toward DQ gelatin did not differ significantly throughout the time course of this experiment, suggesting that these two different forms of VchC displayed similar levels of protease activity (Fig. 5C).

Based on the analysis of the molecular weight of the mature protease, we hypothesized that the PPC domains were cleaved off from VchC to form the 66-kDa protein. To test this hypothesis, monoclonal anti-His antisera were utilized to detect the chimeric version of the protease in culture supernatants isolated from V. cholerae bearing pVchC-His (Fig. 5D). The antisera cross-reacted with the 90-kDa form of VchC-His in supernatants collected at 4 and 5 h of growth (Fig. 5D). However, in samples harvested just 1 h later, the full-length form of VchC-His began to vanish and become untraceable by 10 h, which also supports the densitometry analysis (Fig. 5B). Because the His epitope was engineered to the C terminus of the protein, we concluded that the PPC domains were cleaved from VchC.

Finally, to dissect whether the maturation of VchC is an autocatalytic process and/or depends on an additional extracellular factor(s), including exoproteins secreted by the T2SS, the purified 90-kDa VchC-His was added to the supernatants isolated from the early stationary cultures of wt, N\_eps, \( \Delta vchC \), and \( \Delta vchC \) pVchC strains. After incubation for 1 h at 37°C, the samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE and the forms of VchC were detected by staining with colloidal Coomassie dye solution (Fig. 5E). The vast majority of the protease in these samples was in the 66-kDa form, whereas in the control sample containing the purified VchC-His incubated with LB media alone, the protease was mostly unprocessed (Fig. 5E).

Together, these studies suggest a scenario of VchC maturation that includes the removal of an N-terminal signal peptide during transport of the protease across the inner membrane and the cleavage of the PPC domains in the extracellular milieu, with the latter step being promoted by the presence of an additional factor(s) that does not depend on the T2S pathway (Fig. 5F).

Assessment of the substrate specificities reveals type I collagen as a potential biological target of VchC. To gain insights into the biological functions of VchC, we aimed to identify its potential target(s). First, we examined the ability of the protease to digest FALGPA, a synthetic peptide substrate that is specifically cleaved by bacterial collagenases (29). The activity of the purified VchC-His was monitored as a decrease in absorbance, which is associated with the cleavage of FALGPA, and the amount of processed substrate during 1 h of incubation was calculated (Fig. 6A). The VchC collagenolytic activity was evident compared to that of the positive control, represented by collagenase D from C. histolyticum and the negative control, trypsin. Both proteases, VchC and collagenase D, degraded 1.22 ± 0.014 and 1.22 ± 0.030 mM FALGPA (means ± SEM) within 30 and 45 min, respectively. As expected, no change in the FALGPA concentration was detected in samples containing trypsin.

Subsequently, to examine the ability of VchC to digest native collagen, the type I collagen was extracted from fish skin and incubated with VchC-His for 1 h at 37°C. As shown in Fig. 6B, complete degradation of 2 \( \mu \)g of collagen was observed in the presence of 2 pmol VchC. Similar results were obtained when type I collagen secreted from human fibroblasts was incubated with the protease. The specificity of VchC toward collagen as a natural substrate was further assessed in the titration experiments (Fig. 6C). The degradation of 5 \( \mu \)g of collagen was initiated by 4 fmol VchC and completely digested with 100 fmol of the protease. Corroborating our earlier observations (Fig. 3), the collagenolytic ac-
tivity of VchC against fish collagen was abolished in the presence of the zinc chelator, 1,10-phenanthroline, while the serine protease inhibitor (benzamidine) had no effect on protease activity. In contrast, the protease (2 pmol) failed to degrade other tested protein candidates, including mucin, fibronectin, lactoferrin, IgA, and BSA (Fig. 6D). Cumulatively, these studies demonstrated that VchC is a new zinc-dependent metalloprotease of V. cholerae with a specific activity toward collagen.

Assessment of VchC function in intestinal colonization and transmission. To examine the role of VchC in V. cholerae intestinal colonization in the mammalian and fish hosts, infant mouse and zebrafish models, respectively, have been utilized. In the biological replicate experiments, groups of six mice were separately inoculated with either the wt N16961 strain or the isogenic ΔvchC mutant. Following intestinal colonization, \(8.78 \times 10^6\) and \(6.10 \times 10^6\) CFU were recovered for the corresponding strains (see Fig. S2A in the supplemental material), demonstrating that the lack of VchC did not diminish the ability of V. cholerae to survive and colonize the gastrointestinal tract of the mice. Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference between colonization efficacies of wt and ΔvchC strains in the zebrafish model as well as in the transmission of individual strains between infected and naive fish (see Fig. S2B and C, respectively). Together, these studies suggested that under the tested conditions, VchC does not contribute to the V. cholerae N16961 colonization or transmission.

FIG 5 Elucidating maturation of VchC. (A to D) Time course analysis of VchC processing. The overnight cultures of V. cholerae N16961 carrying either p or pVchC-His were back diluted into fresh LB media supplemented with 100 μM IPTG and incubated with shaking at 37°C. At different time points from back dilution (4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 16 h), samples were withdrawn and the supernatants were isolated and examined as follows. (A) Samples of harvested supernatants matched by equivalent OD₆₀₀ units were separated using 10% SDS-PAGE, and the proteins were visualized with colloidal Coomassie staining. (B) The gels were scanned and the protein bands were subjected to densitometric analysis as described in Materials and Methods. The intensity of 90- and 66-kDa forms of VchC was calculated as a percentage of the total intensity for both protein bands at a given time point. The data represent the means with associated SEM obtained from three independent experiments. (C) The proteolytic activity against DQ gelatin (bar graph) or in-gel zymography using gelatin as a substrate was assessed in culture supernatants collected from wt pVch-His as described above. The differences in the measured protease activity between samples examined at the distinct times of the experiment were not statistically significant, as determined by Student’s t test. (D) The supernatants obtained from wt pVch-His were resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred, and the presence of VchC-His was detected in immunoblot analysis using monoclonal anti-His antisera as primary antibodies. A representative immunoblot is shown. (E) To study the mode of maturation of VchC, the purified VchC (2 pmol) was incubated for 1 h at 37°C in the presence of either LB alone or supernatants isolated from early-stationary-phase cultures of wt p, Δeps p, ΔvchC p, and ΔvchC pVchC strains. The reactions subsequently were separated by 10% SDS-PAGE, and the proteins were stained with colloidal Coomassie. A plus sign denotes a reaction mixture containing purified VchC-His. (F) A proposed scenario of VchC maturation. Signal peptide (SP) is cleaved upon translocation of the protein to the periplasm. Following the secretion of VchC into the extracellular milieu, the two prepeptidase C-terminal domains (PPC) are cleaved off from the protein with the aid of another secreted factor(s).
the proliferation of *V. cholerae* in the presence of fish collagen was not as robust as that in the complete M9 medium (see Fig. S3A in the supplemental material). However, after 24 h there was a substantial (100-fold) increase in the number of recovered CFU of each of the bacterial strains grown at 25°C compared to the starting inoculum of 1,000 CFU/ml. Interestingly, in the corresponding cultures maintained at 37°C, the only significant increase of the CFU was observed in the \( \text{H9004 vchC} \) strain at 72 h of growth. In addition, under all tested growth conditions, there was no statistically significant difference in the survival between wt and \( \text{H9004 vchC} \) strains. The low detection limit of 7 ng/ml (2 \( \times \) \( 10^{-6} \) U/ml) precluded the identification of collagenolytic/gelatinolytic activity against DQ gelatin in the supernatants isolated from all cultures at 48 h (data not shown). Subsequent in-gel zymography with gelatin as a substrate revealed the presence of several hydrolases in the supernatants of wt and \( \Delta \text{vchC} \) strains grown in complete M9 medium, but none of them corresponded to the molecular weight of VchC (see Fig. S3B). Despite the higher sensitivity (5 \( \times \) \( 10^{-6} \) U/ml) than that in the DQ gelatin assay, this method also failed to detect any proteolytic activity against gelatin in the cultures grown in the presence of fish collagen. This likely was due to notably lower cell densities and, as a result, minute amounts of secreted proteins.

These experiments demonstrated that *V. cholerae* is collagenovorous, as it is able to use collagen as a sole source of nutrients, and suggest the exciting possibility that in addition to VchC, another temperature-regulated factor(s) contributes to the degradation of fish collagen.

**DISCUSSION**

In aquatic ecosystems, the degradation of insoluble polymers, such as chitin and collagens, are critical for global carbon and nitrogen cycling (8). The members of the genus *Vibrio*, including...
**V. cholerae** are well-recognized participants in the chitin utilization program (8, 9, 13, 15, 17, 48–50). However, the mechanisms underlying the presumed collagenolytic cascade that would involve sensing, attachment, and degradation of collagens by **V. cholerae** and other marine microbes remain largely unknown. Collagens are the primary components of the extracellular matrices and the most abundant proteins in skin, cartilage, blood vessels, bone, dentin, and other organs in animals (23, 51–53). The degradation of collagens occurs during many physiological and pathological conditions. However, due to the complicated, hierarchical structure and insolubility in water, only a few proteases with unique features possess the ability to degrade collagens.

The true collagenases are enzymes that directly hydrolyze native collagen molecules with unique specificity and should be differentiated from other collagen-degrading proteases and from gelatinases, which decompose gelatin, a denatured form of collagen (21, 23, 54). The diversity of the structure of collagens makes it difficult to discriminate between these three types of enzymes. In addition, many bacterial collagenases are capable of digesting both collagen and gelatin and also are less specific than those from animal origin (21, 23, 55). Duarte et al. recently proposed a classification scheme to distinguish microbial collagenases by establishing a parallelism with vertebrate matrixins from the family M10 metalloproteases (23). Following this classification, the **V. cholerae** collagenase VchC, the subject of studies in this report, belongs to the zincin family of metalloproteases, MEROPS MA(E), containing the conserved HEXXH signature (Fig. 1A).

Based on the predicted amino acid sequence around the zinc binding residues, VchC falls into the gluzincin subclan of peptidases, as it contains a third zinc ligand, E465. Further, the multidomain architecture of VchC strongly suggests that the protease belongs to the M9A peptidase family (Fig. 1A).

The insights into mechanisms of collagen degradation by bacterial collagenases originate predominantly from studies on terrestrial collagenases from *C. histolyticum* (M9B family), whereas only isolated information is available regarding the structure-function relationship and the specificity of the **Vibrio** collagenases in the subfamily M9A. Accordingly, by applying a site-directed mutagenesis approach, we have demonstrated that, indeed, the residues H435, E436, and H439 within a predicted zinc binding motif, HEYTH in VchC, are critical for the protease activity but not for protein recognition and secretion by the T2SS (Fig. 1). Subsequent studies with different metal chelators and protease inhibitors confirmed that the collagenolytic activity of VchC depends on the presence of zinc and likely also calcium ions (Fig. 3 and 6). To the best of our knowledge, the role of the predicted catalytic residues as well as the route of the **Vibrio** collagenase secretion were experimentally verified for the first time. Further, several lines of evidence presented here suggested that in addition to VchC, the T2SS in **V. cholerae** secretes another collagenolytic/gelatinolytic protease(s) (Fig. 4; also see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). This suggests, considering that the T2SS in many bacteria translocates to the extracellular milieu hydrolytic enzymes, such as cellulases, xylanases, and chitinases, which are responsible for digestion of insoluble polymers (4, 56–59).

Our studies suggest that expression of VchC is tightly regulated. Unless ectopically overexpressed, the activity of the protease could not be detected under any of the tested growth conditions (Fig. 1; also see Fig. S1 and S3 in the supplemental material). Based on sequence analysis of the ORF VC1650, the translation of VchC starts from the GUG. Among the total of 4,024 genes, only 161 possess this translation initiation codon, which implies its sparse usage by **V. cholerae** (60). One of the intriguing features of VchC compared to homologous proteins in **Vibrio** is the presence of different numbers of VNTRs encoding the DNP motif (Fig. 1A), which are distributed solely in various **V. cholerae** isolates. The VNTRs within coding regions, such as those observed in VchC, might serve beneficial functions in many aspects of adaptive bacterial behavior in response to changing environmental conditions. In addition, VNTRs are enriched in genes encoding cell surface proteins and function to modulate cell-cell adhesion, surface exposure of active protein domains, and antigenic variation to enable an evasion of the host immune system (61, 62). The function of VNTRs within VchC remains to be elucidated, but their presence solely in **V. cholerae** suggests a role(s) in the interaction between the bacterium and its host(s). In general, extracellular proteases produced by human-pathogenic **Vibrio** are considered virulence factors (1). Although the pathological functions were not studied in detail, it has been proposed that collagenases of two species causing wound infections, *V. parahaemolyticus* and *V. alginolyticus*, contribute to the spread of the bacteria by digestion of the components of the extracellular matrix (1). VchC did not contribute to the ability of **V. cholerae** N16961 to colonize the mouse and zebrafish intestines or to the transmission of the bacteria from infected to naive fish (see Fig. S2). This could be due to functional redundancy, as **V. cholerae** produces an additional collagenolytic/gelatinolytic protease(s) (see Fig. S1 to S3).

The time course experiments determined that VchC undergoes a maturation process in which the 90-kDa protein is converted to the C-terminally truncated 68-kDa protease lacking the PPC domains (Fig. 5A to D). Supporting these findings, the N-terminal amino acid sequencing analysis showed that the corresponding two forms of proteases observed in the supernatants isolated from early-stationary-phase cultures of *V. parahaemolyticus* were constituents of the VppC collagenase (63). Further, the processing of VchC was stimulated by a yet-to-be identified extracellular factor(s) (Fig. 5E). Incubation of the purified, unprocessed form of VchC with the supernatants of *V. cholerae* lacking T2SS yielded the truncated version of VchC (Fig. 5E), which precluded involvement in this process of another T2S-dependent protease.

Although maturation often is required in the transformation of the inactive proenzyme into its active form (2, 44), both the full-length and the truncated VchC were found to display similar collagenolytic activities (Fig. 5C). The two forms of VchC contain the collagenase unitactivator (M9N) and peptidase M9 domains, which have been shown in collagenase G from *C. histolyticum* as the only modules indispensable for collagen degradation (23, 64, 65). Very limited information is available regarding the tertiary structure of the **Vibrio** collagenases belonging to the M9A subfamily, and the function and biochemical properties of their domains, as well as the physiological importance of the C-terminal processing, remain to be addressed. It can be speculated that the removal of both PPC domains exposes the repeated FAXWXXT motif, which has been implicated in binding to insoluble type I collagen (32), and provides a better interaction with the substrate.

Finally, our studies demonstrate that VchC is a true collagenase which degrades a synthetic substrate specific for collagenases, FALGPA, and biologically relevant macromolecules, fish and human type I collagens (Fig. 6B and C). Fish collagens and gelatins contain proportions and compositions of amino acids similar to
those of mammalian collagen, with decreased amounts of proline and hydroxyproline but increased amounts of serine, threonine, methionine, and hydroxylysine (52). Type I collagen belongs to the group of fibrillar collagens that are distributed from sponges to V. cholerae species in a coastal Mediterranean environment (La Spezia Gulf, Italy). Microb Ecol 87:887–92. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00248-009-9542-8.
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